VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT 2010/2011
The sport of swimming relies heavily on volunteer during the running of swim meets. From
club level thru to state level, swimmer’s parents are rostered to perform various duties on
the day of the meet. Without the assistance of volunteers, meets can not run smooth and
timeously.
The following points are of importance: If you have entered your child in a swim meet, expect to be rostered for timekeeping
or any other related duty as specified by the Meet Director
 Timekeeping slots do not always coincide with the times that your child is swimming
 The number of volunteer slots are allocated according to the number of swims per
club and not the number of swimmers or families
 Volunteer rosters are published on the Arena Swim Club Website where possible
 A volunteer roster will be available at the meet for checking. If you are not sure
about volunteer duties, it is your responsibility to check with other Arena parents or
coaches to ensure you are available for your time slot
 It is the rostered parent’s responsibility to arrange an substitute if they can not do a
specific time slot
 If you are bringing another swimmer along to the meet and their parents are
rostered, you will have to do their slot as well as your own
 There will be times when you may be required to do additional slots than what was
scheduled on the volunteer roster
 Your timeslot might be after your child has completed all his/her events at the meet.
It is the rostered parent’s responsibility to ensure a reserve is arranged to do their
slot
 If you are rostered for the Arena Friday night race sessions, you are expected to stay
for the duration of the meet
 Once swimmers are legally able to drive themselves to swim meets, their parents will
no longer be rostered for duties at minor race meets and Friday night race sessions.
However, they will be rostered for State Age and Open championships. Parents
must also ensure that they are available for timekeeping at the evening sessions if
their child/ren have made it through to the finals
Without timekeepers our swimmers can not swim. If you do not honour your responsibility,
you run the risk of having your child/ren’s entries declined.
I,________________________________________, parent of _________________________,
hereby agrees to perform volunteer duties as required.
________________________________
SIGNATURE

___________________________
DATE

